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BUN683197
1x Shinto Creator Bench 
4x Rada Stool

These modern tables are designed to meet the needs of your creative spaces without the cluttered 
aesthetics of traditional workshop furniture. The industrial style provided by the 50mm steel frame 
allows for versatility in applications.

Makerspaces, Art rooms and Staff rooms require a mix of tools, as well as the flexibility to move from 
production to interactivity focus to problem solving and back again. The Shinto SHI043 Series Three 
Creator Bench comes standard with four 100mm locking castors for easy mobility in your work area.

BUN683197 can be upgraded with the addition of a Scribe Whiteboard Kit. Readily mobile and 
functional with a convenient carry handle that can hook onto the end of the SHI043 Series Three 
Creator Bench, it has soft rounded edges for maximum comfort during team brainstorming sessions.

$1,595 + GST
Prices Starting From

BUN792615
1x Tower Mobile Whiteboard
8x Rebel Stacking Stools

The evolution of learning spaces was a key factor in the development of Tower, a freestanding, 
combination whiteboard come storage unit designed for classrooms, information sharing and 
brainstorming sessions.

When combined with the minimal form of the Rebel REB001 Stacking Stool, Tower becomes a 
powerful tool for collaborative learning and creative problem solving.

Tower TOW001 Mobile Whiteboard is a double-sided whiteboard with a contrasting internal finish, 
mounted on castors as standard, making it a breeze to move around any space. Mobile and storage-
rich make BUN792615 ideal for learning environments with a focus on collaboration and flexibility.

$1,599 + GST
Prices Starting From

https://bit.ly/2XbdpMU
https://bit.ly/2XbdeBe
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BUN133126
1x Shinto B-Free Table
8x Oreo Chair

The Shinto SHI044 Series Three B-Free Table is a great way to create a space that‘s both functional 
and beautiful. These modern conference tables are a launchpad for spontaneous collaboration and 
social interaction in open spaces, or a place to gather for meetings and confidential confers.

BUN683197 can be upgraded with the addition of two Echo Trio in-desk power solutions. Sleek and 
functional with a minimal design that can be integrated directly into the surface of the Shinto SHI044 
Series Three B-Free Table, Echo ensures your devices are always juiced during team collaboration 
sessions.

$2,899 + GST
Prices Starting From

BUN658680
1x Podz 1500 Multipurpose Table
4x Proform Art Stool

Podz 1500 Multipurpose Table has a clean, minimal aesthetic with an adjustable steel leg system and 
laminate work surface. Versatile thanks to its design and rectangular shape, Podz is a favourite from 
classrooms and libraries to STEM spaces and informal meeting environments alike.

BUN658680 will fit easily into any art room, STEM space, cafe or learning environment. PRO006 
Proform Art Stools are available with a moulded plastic or laminated plywood seat, both options 
come complete with a metal footrest.

$899 + GST
Prices Starting From

https://bit.ly/3fVeY8o
https://bit.ly/2VM3qwM
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BUN516912
1x iFlip 1200 Folding Table
2x Nova Double Modular Lounge

Developed for use within an agile environment, BUN516912 is perfect for socialising and more casual 
moments of collaboration.

iFlip IFL004 1200 Folding Table’s work surface provides ample space for projects and teamwork of all 
kinds. Creating small, focused clusters allows teachers to move easily among groups, offering more 
personalised instruction.

BUN516912 works as a comfortable breakout space for two to four students to sit and collaborate as 
a team or to provide a comfortable retreat for solo reflection.

$1,899 + GST
Prices Starting From

BUN240224
1x Explorer Maker Table 
4x Rada Stool

In supporting contemporary approaches to teaching and learning, the Maker MAK006 Explorer 
Tables are designed to be adaptable, flexible, mobile and ergonomic to suit innovative learning whilst 
supporting a wide range of complex interactions.

Whether your school has a dedicated STEM space or not, Maker MAK006 Explorer Table‘s mobile 
design is an excellent solution for ensuring your coding or creating activities are available when and 
where they are needed.

BUN240224 comes standard with the Maker MAK006 Explorer Table that includes four tote storage 
units (20 totes total) that can be accessed from either side of the table as well as four RAD002 Rada 
Stools that tuck away when not being used.

$2,155 + GST
Prices Starting From

https://bit.ly/3CGFQTd
https://bit.ly/3xFqDyf
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BUN249958
3x Secure It FD4 Locker System

The universal frame design allows the Secure It lockers to be configured with multiple storage and 
door configurations depending on the students needs. The Secure It FD4 Double Bay, 4 Door Locker 
System is a convenient size for personal storage in any environment. With separate access, they can 
be secured easily with a combination lock.

BUN249958 is ideal for secondary students with this trio of Secure It Lockers offering secure storage 
for jackets, school bags, and lunch time snacks.

$1,845 + GST
Prices Starting From

BUN806386
1x iDisc 1200 Hexagon Meeting Table
6x Elements Air Triangle Ottoman

iDisc IDI008 1200 Hexagon Meeting Table is the right choice for today’s active learning classroom. 
The unique shape combined with the narrow, fixed height podium base provides the ultimate 
flexibility and work surface space.

BUN806386 brings together simple forms to create limitless possibilities for learning
activities that support both focused and collaborative learning activities.

$1,795 + GST
Prices Starting From

https://bit.ly/3lVA1vh
https://bit.ly/3jP6Xmq
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BUN296628
3x Storewell 15 Tote Mobile Storage

This popular, mobile storage offers a minimal design solution for classroom storage and creator 
spaces. STO003 Storewell 15 Tote Mobile Storage includes 15 durable polypropylene totes which can 
accommodate a multitude of stationery, classroom supplies and learning materials.

BUN296628 is a collection of three STO003 Storewell 15 Tote Mobile Storage units with castors as 
standard, making it a breeze to move around any space.

$1,399 + GST
Prices Starting From

BUN399860
1x Podz 1200 Round Multipurpose Mobile Table
4x Rebel Stool with Castors

The Podz P7C012 1200 Round Multipurpose Table is an educational favourite for teaching, meeting, 
collaborating and creating.

Inverse or flipped learning means more interactivity and collaboration in the classroom. BUN399860 
provides a breakout space option that empowers team collaboration and brainstorming. The Rebel 
REB002 Mobile Stool comes with easy glide castors for easy mobility in your work area.

BUN399860 can be upgraded to a writable work surface to provide the ultimate collaboration tool.

$899 + GST
Prices Starting From

https://bit.ly/3sbBBug
https://bit.ly/3xCwxjl
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BUN265814
2x Origami Single Booth
2x Pebble Occasional Table

BUN265814 is designed to block distractions and encourage uninterrupted focus, drawing people 
together to spur connection and interaction in a semi-private setting.

Developed for use within an flexible or shared environment, students and staff can collaborate in 
Origami [ORI009] Single Booth whilst taking advantage of the acoustic absorbing qualities of the 
padded surround.

$2,599 + GST
Prices Starting From

BUN615800
3x Secure It HQ8 Mobile Locker System

The universal frame design allows the Secure It lockers to be configured with multiple storage and 
door configurations depending on the students needs. The Secure It HQ8 Quad Bay, 8 Door Mobile 
Locker System is mounted on castors as standard, making it incredibly simple to move around any 
space. The combination of its mobility and low-height profile make it a popular choice as a room 
divider.

BUN615800 is ideal for secondary or primary students with this trio of Secure It Lockers offering 
secure storage for jackets, school bags, and lunch time snacks.

$2,599 + GST
Prices Starting From

https://bit.ly/3AxEMiI
https://bit.ly/3AxEyIo
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